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To support product and technology choices toward a more sustainable future, diverse

assessment methods are used, involving life cycle assessment (LCA). This raises

the question of their predictive validity. Whereas, many studies focus on quantitative

uncertainty, here the main aim is to address the complementary qualitative aspect of

the LCA-related model variants. To that end, we first specify three general influential

aspects: (1) future conditions, (2) needed predictivity, and (3) mechanism coverage.

These have been translated into a more concrete checklist for qualitative predictive

validity. Second, we categorized the model variants into a limited number of basic model

types, based on five predefined modeling characteristics. These model types show

increasingly complex steps for investigating the future, illustrated with energy systems

for transport. Different answers to the same questions may result. With increasing model

complexity, the relevant questions may change from analysing specific products, to more

general product systems, and next to product-technology domain systems. As a third

step, the qualitative predictive validity of the nine modeling types is evaluated using the

developed checklist. All have limited predictive validity, increasingly so for longer time

horizons, as they lack most causal mechanisms, especially the institutional drivers for

development and employment of technologies to emerge. Also, the future is only partially

determined. For supporting choices, the conclusion is that the comparative analysis

regarding long-term also broader product-technology systems has limited predictive

validity. As a solution, conditional statements may show directions for explorative analysis

resulting in highly tentative advice on potentially attractive directions.
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INTRODUCTION

There is broad agreement that novel technologies and their
extensive application are required for efficiently solving major
environmental problems with a long-term horizon. Climate
change is the major issue, followed by land use change,
eutrophication, and more. The time horizon involved extends
to several decades, as in specifying scenarios for 2050 or
2060. A recent example is the IEA net zero scenario study
(IEA, 2021), covering the products and technologies to be
developed for the future energy sector in detail. The basic
question to be answered is: how will future reality and its
sustainability characteristics become different long-term if we
choose between product and technology options A, B, . . . X?
They will change together as product-technology systems. Several
modeling domains have evolved to help guide long-term decision
support, see Table 1. Modeling domains here refer to groups
of models with either similar features, approaches, or methods,
as conventionally defined in the groups involved. All these
modeling domains may cover the functioning of emerging
technologies in their broader environmental, economic, and
social contexts. Any model fit for this purpose may be included,
though versions of life cycle assessment (LCA) are starting point
here, because this modeling domain aims to realistically model
all processes linked with the technology/product of interest,
in as much detail as required to make such links. Questions
on the long-term sustainability consequences of choices on
products and technologies have led to new variants in LCA.
New names in LCA include Consequential LCA, Prospective

TABLE 1 | A collection of modeling domains that can focus on long-term decision support, and have been linked with LCA.

Modeling domain Short description Reference(s)

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) Quantification of environmental impacts of a product system; related methods

cover other sustainability pillars

ISO 14000-14044 (disregarding

certain inconsistencies);

UNEP-SETAC

Environmentally Extended

Input-Output Analysis (EEIOA)

Modeling of environmental impacts associated with economic sectors or

sectorial flows through interlinked flows (initially monetary) of certain regions over

a certain period

Suh, 2009; Duchin et al., 2016;

Stadler et al., 2018

Technology Assessment (TA)a Modeling the potential implications and changes of a technology introduction Fisher, 2017; Grunwald, 2020;

Thomassen et al., 2020

Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) Modeling of costs and benefits of an entity (e.g., project) on stakeholders;

originally limited to investment decisions and financial aspects but can be

extended to other pillars

Sunstein and Hahn, 2001; Masur

and Posner, 2011; Ekholm, 2018;

Xiang et al., 2020

Multi-Level Perspectives (MLP) on

technological transitions

Relating dynamics and constraints in technology introduction and dissemination

in niches, regimes, and landscapes

Geels et al., 2017; Geels, 2020

System Dynamic Models (SD) Modeling of a system as a network of processes with dynamic equations and

stock-flow considerations

Barlas, 1996; Richardson, 2011;

Uehara et al., 2018

Agent Based Models (ABM) Simulating behavior and interactions of entities (called “agents”) to model a

system constitutes of these agents Kraan et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2017;

Karandeh, 2021

Partial Equilibrium Models (PEM)

& Applied General Equilibrium

Models (GEM, or AGE)

Modeling the economy considering supply and demand interactions (inducing

price changes) Liu et al., 2018; Robson et al.,

2018; Plevin, xbib2017

Integrated Assessment Models

(IAM)

Modeling of the global system covering biosphere, atmosphere, sociosphere,

and other modules to evaluate large-scale effects, e.g., climate change

Pauliuk et al., 2017; van Beek et al.,

2020; Plevin, xbib2017

aSee the EPTA, the European Parliamentary Technology Assessment, and the (abandoned) US Congress OTA, the Office for Technology Assessment.

LCA, Ex-ante LCA, Future LCA, Dynamic LCA, and LCA
of Emerging Technologies. See the report from the Swiss
LCA Discussion Forum on this evolving subject in Adrianto
et al. (2021). Consequential LCA (CLCA) is to assess the
consequences of product and technology choices, with the
product system constructed accordingly (Schaubroeck et al.,
2021a). The models from the modeling domains differ in
terms of causal mechanisms included, ranging from technical
requirements as in LCA, to the motives of agents in ABMs,
and to broad market mechanisms as in PEM, GEM, and
IAM scenarios. Technology Assessment (TA), on New and
Emerging Science and Technology (NEST) and Future-Oriented
Technology Assessment (FOTA), also focus on long-term
developments. Broader scenario modeling has expanded to
futures beyond half a century in the climate policy domain and
related energy modeling.

Approaches from these modeling domains may overlap and
support each other. When focusing on LCA, it may be used
to refine EEIOA, GEM, and IOA, by adding technology details
(Pauliuk et al., 2017). Conversely, these more general models may
supply more encompassing background data and time-specified
data bases (Mendoza Beltran et al., 2020). ABM and LCA may
be coupled (Baustert and Benetto, 2017; Wu et al., 2017; Micolier
et al., 2019; Walzberg et al., 2019). LCA may use PEMS to specify
induced shifts between technologies.

A first finding is that the lines between the conventional
modeling domains are blurring, and it is better to consider
certain modeling types as we will elaborate in this work. As
we define them here, modeling types are tailored and possibly
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combined approaches in practice to potentially better answer
certain research questions.

A second finding is that these existing models even combined
still don’t cover all relevant dynamic mechanisms. As far as our
knowledge goes, none of the models endogenize institutional
developments, basic research outcomes, social preferences
changes, and more. Neither does an overarching model exist
which combines the partial causal mechanisms of the model
types mentioned. Hence, the futures as modeled result from
limited and partial causal mechanisms at best. How valid are their
outcomes? What is their predictive validity? Given the known
and unknown unknowns, this is a qualitative aspect, part of total
uncertainty related to modeling inputs and structure. Our focus
here is on qualitative predictive validity, as a qualitative aspect
of uncertainty.

To evaluate their predictive validity, models are analyzed as
to the uncertainties involved. Quantified uncertainty analysis
of modeling outcomes is fast developing in the prospective
technology domain (Anderson et al., 2014; Baustert and Benetto,
2017; Mariel and Meyerhoff, 2018; Qin et al., 2020; Cucurachi
et al., 2021). The boundaries of quantified uncertainty analysis
were investigated in the work of Mendoza Beltran et al.
(2018). Some use uncertainty in a broader sense to also cover
qualitative aspects. See for example Olsen et al. (2018). The
uncertainty analyzed in our work also encompasses what has
not been modeled, and what hence cannot be reckoned with
in quantitative uncertainty analysis, partially overlapping with
Olsen et al. (2018). It is imperative to consider this qualitative
uncertainty especially for sustainability assessment, as pointed
out by Schaubroeck T. et al. (2020). They distinguish three types
of uncertainty and three strategies to deal with them. In our work
we focus in detail on the qualitative uncertainty due to modeling
and its aspects, which relates mainly with the specification of
the impractical uncertainty type and the strategy to direct model
development technically based on reason.

In this context, the overall goal and novelty of our paper is to
organize and evaluate the specification of qualitative predictive
validity in relation to the characteristics of the different model
types used for long term prospective technology analysis. The
subobjectives are as follows: (a) identify general influential aspects
of models (section Identification of General Aspects That Influence
Qualitative Predictivity of Models); (b) specify an evaluation
checklist (section Evaluation Checklist of Qualitative Predictive
Validity); (c) derive modeling characteristics and types (section
Modeling Characteristics and Types) (d) analyze a focused set of
modeling types and evaluate their predictive qualitative validity
using the checklist (section Nine Main Model Types Described and
Analyzed) and (d) conclude and provide an overall message and
guidance (section Conclusions).

IDENTIFICATION OF GENERAL ASPECTS
THAT INFLUENCE QUALITATIVE
PREDICTIVITY OF MODELS

Before jumping to the validity of specific model quantifications,
we need a general framework on what may detract from validity,

and what may contribute. In this section, we will identify three
key aspects. These are to a certain degree intertwined but are here
presented separately for ease of presentation.

First Aspect: Modeled Forecast Conditions
and Their Validity
The first aspect concerns the conditions under which the model
outcomes might come about. The modeling outcomes are then
not necessarily accurate predictions anymore but rather are
conditional statements. For example, if the market is demand
constrained, which is a condition, then the environmental
impact outcome is x, being an outcome that is influenced
and restricted in its validity of this condition. The latter is a
common condition applied in consequential LCA approaches
and databases (Weidema et al., 2013). A second part is to
be aware of the validity of these conditions. For example,
is a demand-constrained market a representative, and thus a
valid, condition also long term? There is broad knowledge on
potentially relevant mechanisms, and under which conditions
they are valid. Alternatively, these conditions can also be labeled
as scenarios or scenario characteristics.

Further examples relate to climate and energy. The currently
most detailed model of a future net-zero CO2 emission society
(IEA, 2021) gives one roadmap scenario, with many sub-
models with possible pathways. The report brings forward several
times that outcomes are dependent on institutional adaptations,
serving as the conditions. These include new energy markets
fit for accommodating intermittent renewables. They do not
specify such markets in possible content, but the condition is
stated, qualitatively. An example is the use of car batteries for
covering day-night shifts in solar cell production. Inmost current
electricity markets, delivering back to the grid gives a lower
price than recharging from the grid. Under these circumstances
that option for using batteries will not emerge. A market
design with real time pricing, equal for all, might create that
incentive. That market is then to be designed, within broader
constraints. Next, technical assumptions on future technologies
are unavoidable. Small-sized nuclear fission energy is an option
often mentioned, also in the IEA study. There are currently
over 70 different designs at some level of development, see
(IAEA, 2020) their Table 1, with different products and product
combinations produced. Their future technical status is uncertain
as is their timing and economic viability, also depending on
several other technical aspects. There are also over 35 private
companies developing fusion energy now (FIA and UKAEA,
2021), probably cleaner and long-term possibly less expensive.
All fission and fusion developments depend on policy support.
Even the sequence of technology introductions may determine
outcomes. Betting on a long-term not optimal alternative now
may create a lock-in on that technology, see Seto et al. (2016)
for examples in climate change. Non-technical constraints are
there as well. Substantial resistance to the use of nuclear energy
exists now already, possibly fueled by yet unpredictable accidents.
Finally: is the IEA 2050 scenario the most relevant one, and
is ‘net zero by 2050’ the realistic and relevant scenario goal
to set?
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Second Aspect: The Research Question
and Its Predictive Nature
Validity considerably relates to the choice and decision at hand,
translated into a research question. For example, which diesel car
is best to buy now, economically and environmentally speaking?
How do forthcoming battery-electric cars and new Diesel cars
compare in terms of impact the coming decade? Which one
should one choose to buy for environmental and other reasons,
as a responsible consumer? These questions relate to a near
future, where surrounding conditions may be assumed not to
be much influenced and mainly constant: ceteris paribus. This
simplifies modeling tremendously but has deep deficiencies for
long-term questions. Which car drives and transport systems
might best be developed for use in the 2040’s and 2050’s, research
departments and research funders might ask?Which policies and
institutional designs may best reduce climate emissions of person
transport the next several decades? This might be a question
in the public policy domain. Answers will certainly depend as
well on developments in the total energy sector and the energy
use sectors. Many specific future technologies will play a key
role in answering such questions. LCA started with a focus on
product choices and on product improvements “now,” though
of course such choices will only work out in the course of
time. Which car to buy for climate and broader environmental
reasons? Even such short-term decisions in product choice and
product development tend to relate to future developments.
For example, should I buy a car now or later (Schaubroeck
S. et al., 2020)? The answer involves a product improvement
question, also considering future background conditions, thus
necessitating an expansion of the basic LCA model, which has
limited long-term predictive validity. The more the research
question relates with future effects, the more challenging it is
to ensure this validity and the more the model should take it
into account.

Examples of questions. System level questions have come
up on new and emerging technology domains. The macro
level is what counts ultimately for most sustainability issues,
as the aligned sum of all micro level performances. For any
specific technology the macro level constitutes its surroundings.
Technologies and their products are to be taken broadly, in
line with literature on this topic (Thonemann et al., 2020; van
der Giesen et al., 2020). The future is open also to fully new
technologies, not requiring small-scale production now already,
as indicated in the work of Arvidsson et al. (2018). Technology
complexes such as “small-scale fusion energy” may be of limited
probability but great importance, also for currently developing
technologies. What can the role of specific battery-electric and
hydrogen fuel cell drives be in CO2 emission reduction toward
2040 and 2060 and how are they best developed and induced?
Answers would first require a specification of the possible
energy sources, also for low-carbon combustibles. Electric cars
will currently run substantially on coal in most countries. Will
fuels be made combining renewable energy with CO2 from the
air, possibly combined with CCS? Or will non-fossil hydrogen
come from new-generation nuclear power plants, fission, or
fusion? Answers of course depend on fundamental technology
options and limitations. But that technical level, open itself,

also results from more specific policies, at niche and landscape
level, and from developing institutional frameworks, the regime
level (Geels and Schot, 2007; Geels et al., 2017). An example of
an ultimate question then might be: What might/could/should
be the set-up for our future energy system, technically and
institutionally? And which lines of energy-using technologies
might follow?

Regarding specific technologies there would only be tentative
and conditional answers. A simple example is on small scale
secondary electricity production from car batteries to help
stabilize a wind and solar dominated electricity grid over the
days. Car batteries might well have the required capacity in this
respect within a decade. With an adequate electricity market
design this may provide owners with substantial income as
an incentive, and society with a better option to shift to
intermittent solar power. Without such a market, the required
technologies—their hardware and software—will not develop,
nor their infrastructure. Treating such secondary production
options only at a product and technologies level, implicitly
assuming the condition that these new markets will come, may
well lead to ill-considered long-term advice.

Third Aspect: The Key Mechanisms and
Their Coverage
Especially longer term, it is the mechanisms set in motion by the
choice which determine developments, as part of the developing
future system. Specific choices induce changes, in a world
which is also changing due to many other willful choices and
autonomous changes. Ideally, high predictive validity however
requires the specification of “all relevant mechanisms.” Yet, while
somemechanismsmay be relatively constant over time, it is these
changing key mechanisms that should be included as well. The
assessment of validity status also needs the consideration of what
has not been included in the model, especially key mechanisms.

Examples of constancy? The propensity to spend additional
income on air transport was stable in a broad range of income
categories, an OECD survey concluded (Goodwin, 2012), giving
a prediction on future volumes with rising incomes. However,
Covid-19 might change that picture, not itself, but the public
and private reactions to the pandemic. Similarly, there are trends
toward exclusions of countries in resources, and other supply,
and to at least create protected regional “own” supply of primary
resources and sensitive technologies. See on such policy ideas
for example COM (2020). How will this work out? Possible
mechanisms set in motion may include reduced competition
per region and next public policy-based oligopolies, reducing
technology development. Supply instability may result instead
of increased stability, combined with higher costs, and different
product developments.

EVALUATION CHECKLIST OF
QUALITATIVE PREDICTIVE VALIDITY

The previous section touched upon three general aspects of
qualitative predictive validity evaluation of models, which we
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TABLE 2 | Checklist for predictive validity assessment of applied modeling

outcomes.

1. Do the choice options studied reflect the real-world choice options?

With a longer timeframe of the effects of choice:

1.1 the broader the set of product-technology options considered must be

1.2 the more the developments in these product-technology options must

be included

1.3 the more encompassing the product-technology specifications must be

1.4 the more aggregate the specification of options must be

2. Do the choice options link to possible broader developments of the

world as modeled?

The choice options are:

2.1 fitting rightly in time as modeled

2.2 adequately linked to other dynamics set in motion by related choices

2.3 adequately linked to possible decision procedures

2.4 reckoning with competing new developments

3. Does the model complexity reflect the real-world complexity

in time?

The future will differ from the past with:

3.1 changes usually increasing with time

3.2 possible directions for change multiplying in time

3.3 generic driving mechanisms increasing in importance with time

3.4 policy strategies diverging in time

3.5 unknown developments reducing the robustness of scenarios

outcomes differentially

4. How may the real world be influenced by the choice options?

The relevant mechanisms to consider in the model include:

4.1 the link from micro-level and meso-level outcomes to macro-level results

4.2 the non-linearities if not modeled are investigated

4.3 the possible creation of technology lock-ins is part of the model

4.4 the conditions for the occurrence of overall results are fully specified

per scenario

4.5 the conditions for the development of different scenarios are

fully specified

translate into a more concrete checklist for evaluation purposes
in this section.

Four concrete evaluation questions need to be answered in any
modeling study regarding choices on normative sustainability
impact of future technology choices, with climate change here as
a focus. The prime evaluation question, related to the research
question, is if the choice alternatives link to real-world choice
alternatives. This relates to what in LCA is the Goal & Scope
Definition (ISO 14040-14044). Here, there is the additional
restriction that modeling is meant for long-term effects of
choices. There are deep consequences, as specific product-
technology options now will hardly ever be the ones in place
over three or four decades. Somehow the diffuse future must be
covered in the modeling for choice support, or the limitations of
a simpler choice set are to be made clear, see Table 2.

The second evaluation question relates to a strategic aspect
of the choice options investigated. Do they fit in with a general
pattern of choices on the agenda or are they deviating, for
some reason?

The third evaluation question is if the model is complex
enough to handle the necessary complexities of related long-term

developments. Anymodel will have major predictive deficiencies,
but they are very different between modeling types.

The fourth evaluation question is if the choice alternatives
are well-connected to the model variables driving the model
outcomes. Technical characteristics of product-technology
systems may not be connected to market mechanisms
determining their outcomes. The relevant level of detail
may often be difficult to realize.

The details of the checklist may be adjusted, but these
evaluation questions will give guidance to qualitative predictive
validity evaluation. More detailed applied reasoning is
possible for specific modeling set-ups, as in the model types
distinguished below.

MODELING CHARACTERISTICS AND
TYPES

Basic Model Characteristics
Given the conditions of interest as defined in the previous
section, we distinguish five basic model characteristics relevant
for validity analysis in product-technology models, i.e., models
that aim to represent product-technology systems, i.e., effects of
product-technology choices. They are (1) the treatment of time
in linking processes; (2) the period of analysis; (3) the coverage
of the background system (e.g., electricity production); (4) the
number of future parallel developments considered; and (5) the
constant or dynamic nature of the choice options to be compared.

Regarding the treatment of time, a first characteristic concerns
the sequential nature of processes. In the real world each input
in a process must have been produced before, as an output
of a different process at a previous moment in time. Models
may simplify reality by leaving out sequential processes time
specifications, fully, or partly. The second time characteristic
relates to the period chosen for the process data specification.
That may be a “current” or some future period of process
specifications, a series of periods, or a continuous development
of all processes. In the real world there is a continuous
development of processes in time. Combining sequential life-
cycle specifications with processes development and emerging
new processes is the most realistic option, with some research in
this direction ongoing in LCA.

The third characteristic relates to the scale for which the choice
and its effects are relevant. Also long term, some choices may not
much influence the full world. They can be handled at a micro
level, under that condition. An example might be the anti-fouling
coating options for ocean-going vessels as under development, a
micro level. Or it may cover a sectoral meso-scale, like different
electric drives in person cars in the transport sector. Alternatively,
the choicemay cover developments in full society, for global-wide
changes in energy use regarding many sectors, i.e., macro-scale.
In the real world, any choice, also at micro level, will influence
the full society, at a global macro level, to some extent. But this
will be more important regarding predictive validity when larger
amounts are involved in the choice and hence the study.

The fourth characteristic is on how future developments
are covered in the model. The future may be approached as
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TABLE 3 | Five basic characteristics of product-technology models, with their

classifications.

1. Processes modeled sequentially none, partial, or all

2. Period of processes single, several, or continuous

3. Scale level of the study - micro (producer/consumer amounts)

- meso (sector domain)

- macro (full society)

4. Futures single one, or several

5. Choice systems constant, or developing

a single development line; as possibly diverging technologies
futures (named: Techno-Futures); or broader, as diverging
socio-economic and political scenarios (named: Soc-Econ-Pol
Scenarios. If outcomes do not depend on the scenario routes, they
may have a higher predictive validity.

The fifth characteristic concerns the nature of the choice
options. The product-technology options considered in the
comparison may be taken as constant, as given already or
as assumed to have been developed at some future date.
Alternatively, the choice options themselves may develop
dynamically in the models, as will usually be the case in reality.
Learning curves constitute one mechanisms to specify improved
performance in time. With choice options themselves developing
dynamically, the choice is not between one or more specific
products and technologies anymore but on development lines in
broader defined product-technology systems.

See the survey in Table 3.
Combining all five characteristics, 108 types of models

are maximally obtainable. However, the classifications are not
independent between characteristics. It does not make sense to
combine developing choice systems (5); in a single period (2); and
without sequential processes specification (1). We select some
relevant combinations, resulting in nine modeling types.

For a given choice question regarding products and
technologies, several modeling types and variants may be used.
The comparison of choice options may be done with-or-without,
comparing new situations with the autonomous development or
only with each other. Alternatively, it may follow the before-after
analysis of alternative options, as is required for the discounted
results in Cost-Benefit Analysis. This requires the sequential
specification (1) of continuously developing processes (2). Basic
choices in these five characteristics determine the structure
of models.

Modeling Types Distinguished
All types of product-technology models covered here reckon
with a basis of LCA modeling, explicitly or implicitly. We
specify only nine modeling types, see Figure 1, but more may
be distinguished. Before going deeper into each one in the next
section, section Nine Main Model Types Described and Analyzed,
we present here an overview of them. In fact each of them can
be to some extent considered as an improvement of the other,
leading to a stepwise modeling improvement scheme.

A first model type has no sequential processes specification
and covers a single “current” period of processes specification:

type 1. A first variant moving toward explicit consequential
LCA modeling reckons with induced market shifts, type 2.
Next is the specification of some future processes, such as
for end-of-life operations, resulting in type 3. Type 4 results
when the data used refers to an externally established database
for a single future period. These simple conventional LCA-
models (Heijungs and Suh, 2002), especially Ch.2, may give
answers on how to contribute to a net zero emission future
situation, but with substantially lower predictive validity than
models including relevant dynamic mechanisms and considering
different future development pathways for overall society.
However, the computational structure of the conventional LCA-
model is simple, with variants easily made, and sensitivity added
to quantified uncertainty analysis (Heijungs, 2010).

Starting from type 4, two new variants emerge. Type 5 reckons
with several periods of process development and specifies parallel
options for the general development of technologies. These are
data adjustments, leading to parallel variants in outcomes. Also
starting from type 4, type 6 reckons with the fact that inputs
in a process have been produced in a previous process in time,
specifying processes sequentially. Combining with the type 5
additions this leads to type 6b, with all processes from all periods
sequential, and parallel systems for different techno-futures.
This constitutes the most complex analysis of constant products
variants to be compared.

Type 7, starting from type 5, replaces the constant
technologies analyzed by dynamically developing product-
technology systems. These are specified externally, as based on
learning curves leading to more efficient products, different for
the systems to be compared. We combine this type with a move
toward the meso level, using sector data for the developing
background systems, a simplification relative to type 6b. Though
more realistic this complicates the comparison of alternative
options. Alternatives then may be defined more generic, therefor
indicated as product-technology systems. The more aggregate
specifications lose some of their direct relation to environmental
impacts, and costs.

In this situation of modeling, the exogenous techno-futures
may be endogenized to some extent, by placing them in socio-
economic and political scenarios, entailing type 8. The core
focus is still the comparison of domains of exogenously defined
developing technologies, encompassing also developing broader
scenario surroundings. The final step is to endogenize the
development of the technologies to be compared, next to all
other technologies developing endogenously, type 9. The level
of detail of the investigated choice options may then by higher.
However, in the steps toward endogenized developments, the role
of dynamic mechanisms increases. They are to create the future
in the model. The choice options may then shift from specified
products and technology domains to incentives regarding specific
or broader product-technology systems.

Several further differentiations are possible, in and between
types. For example, in the domain of climate policy, the focus
has shifted to national policies. It then becomes necessary to
specify embodied energy flows in international trade, see the
survey paper in Tukker et al. (2018), multi-years data oriented.
Applied analysis is for example in Weber et al. (2021) and as
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FIGURE 1 | Nine types of product-technology models presented as stepwise evolving (blue arrows) from Classic LCA models. For each type the five basic model

characteristics are specified (discussed in section Basic Model Characteristics).

an early example (Ackerman et al., 2007). Interestingly, these
studies come to quite opposed policy implications: reducing
international trade vs. improving technologies internationally
to obtain similar low emission levels. The EEIOA based multi-
year data may form the basis for specifying background techno-
scenarios, in type 5, 6, and 7, then referring to totals in society.

NINE MAIN MODEL TYPES DESCRIBED
AND ANALYZED

Nine Main Model Types Described
All model types have the same goal: to depict how the future
of the analyzed system will change depending on the alternative
options chosen. Validity then relates to how good they are for that
purpose. Unspecified validity means low validity.

Type 1. Classic Current Period

Single period processes now; no processes time

differentiation, given product technologies, full

product-technology system coverage.

The short-term question to be answered might be mainly
of interest for the product user, namely which consumer-scale
product amounts to acquire for environmental reasons, now or
later, and for the producer, how to improve it, on short notice.
This concerns a micro level.

The simplest life-cycle models, as LCA-models started to be,
refer to one period. All process relations take place in this one
period, without time specification. The recycled steel from the
end-of-life of cars investigated may function as an input in any
of the preceding steel-using processes, as a model artifact closed-
loop. In reality, closed and open loop may differ substantially
(Larrain et al., 2020).

For long-term analysis, the empirical current processes data
may be used as a proxy, predictive for the future. Process changes
involve only those brought in by the user concerning the to-
be-investigated product-technology alternatives. The theoretical
structure is like that of micro-economics where a specific price
or volume change is assumed not to change the rest of the
economy: ceteris paribus. Similarly, the type 1 model is like a
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partial equilibrium analysis model with all outputs and inputs
ultimately adapted in volume to the choice option, “to what
ultimately is required.” There is not a future situation depicted,
as in type 4.

An example is the comparison of driving a new Battery
Electric Vehicle (BEV) with a new Diesel Internal Combustion
Engine (ICE) vehicle, using the current electricity mix and
all other current processes, including recycling technologies
and recycling percentages. The choice relates to the product
characteristics and the volume changes in all background
processes. The outcomesmay favor Diesel, as in regions with now
much coal-based electricity, or BEVs where hydro and nuclear
generation are dominant, see for example the work of Zheng
and Peng (2021). The outcomes are not particularly valid for the
longer term if the electricity mix would change, and the ceteris
paribus assumption hence becomes less realistic.

Overall, the outcomes are representative for the micro level
only (like consumer-amounts), not how the choice would
work out for the full economy. At larger scales, if BEV
replaces Diesel, considering the choice dynamics, the relative
price of fossil fuels will drop, increasing air flight and many
other fossil fuel applications. Quantification of such real-life
mechanisms is fully absent in this modeling type. Even short-
term, substantial differences between the macro-level and the
micro-level outcomes are possible. And of course, cars have a
lifetime beyond just a few years. Conclusions on which choice
to make now remain substantially unfounded. As a proxy for the
long-term future, other model types are more relevant.

Type 2. Classic, With Selected Market Shifts

Single period “now,” partial processes development

by market shifts for given process alternatives, no time

sequence specification differentiation, full product-technology

system coverage

The questions are as in Type 1, but with more focus on
induced market mechanisms.

Some dynamic mechanisms may be covered externally, to
better indicate the consequences of the choice at hand. Key
is reckoning with potential substitution mechanisms, as in
micro-economic partial equilibrium analysis. There then must
be different processes available and specified with the same
functional output. For example, reductions in volume demanded
may be the costliest, usually older processes, and volume
increases result in more of the newest more efficient technologies.
The time sequence is not specified but the composition of the
background part of the product-technology systems changes.
There is though no development of processes considered, as
through process innovations.

The time frames involved will increase somewhat, reducing
the validity of the ceteris paribus assumption for the process
specifications. The dynamic changes introduced by hand will
depart from what is usual in substitution processes in economic
modeling, where supply and demand reactions are non-linear,
tend to be partial only, and develop over time. See (Liu et al.,
2018) Chapter 3 for methods and an application related to
CO2 emissions from the electricity domain. Real elasticities of
supply and demand, time dependent, will however lead to a web

of indirectly induced mechanisms. They are beyond this type
of modeling.

In the car example, referring to totals sold, BEV cars will use
more of new electricity generation technologies, and remaining
Diesel cars will use cleaner refineries on average, as the oldest
will close. These are estimates of a somewhat open nature. If
for more electricity new intermittent renewables are constrained
as for materials and administrative reasons and inadequate
market design, more coal fired power may come. Such indirect
micro-economic and further macro-economic consequences are
not covered.

Overall, the effect on the validity of outcomes of moving from
Type 1 to Type 2 modeling may be relevant for short to medium
terms but can hardly be seen as realistic for long-term analysis.
For longer-term questions, neither of the fivemain characteristics
of validity conditions can well be covered.

Type 3. Classic With Partial Future

Single period “now+,” some future processes specifications for

long lasting products, full product-technology system coverage

The question is like that for Type 1 but concerns in this
case rather choices on product-technology systems with a longer
lifetime. To further align with reality, key processes are specified
here as assumed to be functioning at future date or dates of their
functioning. The modeling structure is that of Type 1 again.

Validity could increase if the added future processes were
more realistic, closer to the future reality. An example is the
analysis of buildings, with changing energy use during their use
period, and future waste processing end-of-life, as in Su et al.
(2017). However, the future reality envisioned is one of many
technical options and might just be a desired scenario of reality,
with unknown predictive probability. Detrimental for validity is
the mix of old process data and the newer assumption-based
ones, adding some inconsistency, easily half a quarter century
apart in practice, with current data usually being old data already.

To conclude, validity of type 3 is limited due to limited nature
of the alternatives compared; due to the internal inconsistency
of processes regarding different time frames; and due the lacking
micro-to-macro relations. For longer-term questions, neither of
the five main characteristics of validity can well be covered.

Type 4. Future Classic

No Time Sequence, Single period, single future, full product-

technology system coverage

The question here broadens to which product-technology
variants and directions are most worthwhile to develop, a
question for product developers, producers, researchers, and
research funders.

The product-technologies to be compared again are externally
given and constant, as with Type 1, but here refer to a future
period, with the choice processes and background processes by
then to be specified somehow. The single period assumption
allows again for what in micro-economics is considered a steady-
state equilibrium, resulting if all processes would remain that
way forever, only possibly changed by the choices at hand.
The product-technology system is fixed as far as possible.
Adding market mechanisms as in Type 2 seems difficult at best.
Differentiating processes as to times, as done in Type 3, seems
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open to difficult choices. Predictive elements loose validity the
farther away the future chosen is.

Considering the car comparison, ecoinvent apprehends, for
example, future electricity mixes based on the “current policies”
scenario of the IEA (2016). That would constitute a global
disaster climate scenario and is better be avoided. However, will
it be? Products-technologies analyzed may be defined broadly.
For example, large scale nuclear co-production of electricity and
hydrogen, with hydrogen fuel cell car in transport, and H2 for
airplanes, in several variants, can be compared to improved fossil
fuel applications with zero net emission assuming 100% CCS.
Such comparisons have low validity as hardly being predictions.
But they may shed light on technology potentials, and the
conditions for their possible occurrence. For example, the use of
car batteries for grid stabilization under large scale intermittent
wind and solar production would require an electricity market
design fit for that purpose, as IEA (2021) states. The stationary
use of second life car batteries could then add to that role
substantially, as Fallah et al. (2021) state for Ireland, with
regionalized impact assessment possibly following, see Verones
et al. (2020).

Still broader discussions may be opened as well, such as on the
role of replacing natural gas for heating buildings by hydrogen or
synthesis gas vs. closing off gas and shifting to electric systems.
The internal structure of these product-technology systems can
be clarified to some extent. Backcasting can give some insight
in the requirements to arrive at the options. All choices become
broader than just on car fuel source options.

For models of type 4, all scenarios are external, covering
options and hardly predictions, now referring to the same future
period. Conclusions on specific choices have limited validity.
They have low reality value as they become conditional on several
non-predictive assumptions. How options or directions might fit
into the macro-structure of society is not part of the model type,
nor are the incentives required to move toward them.

Type 5. Multi Periods and Futures Classic

No time sequence, multi periods combined with parallel

futures, full product-technology system coverage

The questions to be answered become conditional regarding
the specified technology background conditions: how would
product-technology systems function and compare under
different specified technology background conditions?

The product-technology variants to be compared are
externally given again, assumed for the year (or broader
period) of the analysis. New here is the systematic independent
development of background futures. For each of the futures
several periods are chosen. The steady-state equilibrium
performance for each variant can then be specified. The futures
are mostly technical, not encompassing broader full-economy
scenarios. The simple model structure still allows for easy
variation of combined foreground and background processes.

In the car transport example, several fuel source variants
might be investigated, each one placed in several future
background conditions, including different electricity grid mixes
in each period. Different fuel sources may perform quite
differently according to thismodel type with continuedDiesel use
but with CCS coming out on top; a well-estabilised wind and solar

based electricity supply system; and low-cost nuclear or solar
hydrogen production. In addition, material supply constraints
(de Koning et al., 2018; Deetman et al., 2021) may influence
relative impact scores substantially, mostly favoring fossil fuels
with CCS, as non-fossil fuel systems have higher and more
complex materials requirements.

For this type 5 models, conclusions on specific choices are
mostly hard to make as outcomes are conditional on several
combined assumptions. Furthermore, they don’t link to the
macro-level consequences, nor to the required policies and
institutional developments. Comparative results on product-
technology options have a low validity, hardly supporting
choices. Even if outcomes align over several techno-futures
they might still diverge for still different ones. The solution
of combining several techno-futures outcomes based on their
probability, as a predictive quality (Blanco et al., 2020), presumes
that hard-to-produce knowledge.

This analysis might have other functions, as in indicating
possible hotspots for research and policy.

Type 6. Time Sequence Single Period and Future

Time sequence specified for a single data period, single

techno-future, full product-technology system coverage

in time

Core question for specific product-technology choices is on
the distribution in time related to the time sequence of processes
inputs and outputs. The defining characteristic is that the
product-technology system processes are specified sequentially,
usually in years but with other options also possible, e.g., months
(Beloin-Saint-Pierre et al., 2014), and possibly depending on
the nature of the processes involved. The product-technology
variants to be compared are constant and externally given again,
functioning from a chosen time span onward. An extension could
be to reckon with different background Techno-Futures, as Type
6b, in that sense becoming like type 5. Ground-breaking work
for this option is in Cardellini and Mutel (2018) and Pigné et al.
(2020), also based on methods development by Tiruta-Barna
et al. (2016) and with existing alternatives in literature (Beloin-
Saint-Pierre et al., 2017). Each process is placed in time, with
its inputs received from processes in previous periods, based on
their supply chains. This process specification in time is here
external, possibly using attributional process data for operational
simplification, with software linking the supply chains for each
process. For climate change an adapted impact assessment model
has been applied, with superseded discounting. Such a method
may also be placed in the broader context of the circular
economy, see in this sense (Sigüenza et al., 2021), as artificial in-
system closed loop is not possible in this model anymore. Their
model is broader than common LCA focus, referring to broader
business and public strategies.

In the car fuel sources example, climate outcomes will show
substantial differences between a single period static and this
new dynamic approach. Discounting makes a large difference in
absolute outcomes, but maybe less so in relative outcomes. Diesel
comes out worst, without CCS, but policies requiring CCS are
possible (Jenkins et al., 2021). Upstream emissions are relatively
higher in the BEV case, see their Figures 2, 3 (Pigné et al., 2020).
Since they focus on an attributional LCA for the case study, these
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emissions also occur before the start of the functioning of the
cars, up to 17 years for the Diesel and nearly 20 years for BEVs.
Usage and disposal are forecasted in the future, however.

Yet, they foresee an adaptation to consequential LCA focusing
solely on the relative future, which is also covered by this type 6
in general.

Expansions of Type 6 may first involve adding periods and
adding parallel futures, as type 6b. Next, developing product-
technologies may be considered, like in Type 7, but then having
Time Sequences specified for each period-future combinations,
see Figure 1.

Type 7. Product-Dynamic Multi-Periods Multi-Futures

Some process sequences, externally specified

future periods series, several techno-futures, for

developing product-technologies

The questions regard strategies of governments and firms:
how may broad technology scenarios develop in time and how
would specific product developments fit into these futures? In
other words, meso- to macro-scale questions are of interest for
type 7 models.

The difference with Type 5 is that it is not a choice between
options considered for years Xi placed in dynamically developing
background contexts, but an analysis how a future set of
developing product-technology systems might function in these
different futures. It also reckons with the system span of specific
product-technologies, from production to use, to repair, to end-
of-life, as in Type 6b. A model including these characteristics
has been developed in the work of Sigüenza et al. (2021). See
their Module 2 in Figure 1, illustrated there with a single future.
Their model is broader. In any specific year there will be a
combination of older and newer product-technology versions
and their product-technology system processes, the stocks, which
together determine the emissions or resource uses in that year.
The time inconsistency has been resolved partly by splitting
the process system into independent parts, “treating each life
cycle stage as an independent system” (Sigüenza et al., 2021,
p. 569), with stages developing over the years. Their focus is
on material recycling, with different strategies and technologies
investigated (Schaubroeck et al., 2021b), and see Schaubroeck
et al. (2021c), discuss such loop modeling over time, where
loops are propagated sequentially, in the specific context of the
LCA study. The distinction between closed loop and open loop
recycling here becomes an empirical issue, as indicated by Larrain
et al. (2020).

Considering the car example, closed loop recycling of
previously produced discarded cars can after all only go into
the production processes of newly developed cars, produced
before their production. The analysis could give an indication
how different developing transport drives could function in
broader techno-futures.

This Type 7 has an increased complexity in reasoning relative
to Types 5 and 6. There are three basic characteristics to
consider: parallel futures to compare, different versions of a
developing product-technology systems to compare; different
process activities developing in time to envision and to analyze as
to their consequences. Their combined relations require extreme
clarity in their treatment.

The predictive value of the LCA model part of the total
model has all limitations of long-term predictions: the future is
developing autonomously but will also be made intentionally.
The model validity is very limited as the broader background,
linking sectoral to macro level, is not present in the Techno-
Futures model. Outcomes have limited validity due to complexity
of the interrelated conditions implied in their emergence.

Type 8. Product-Dynamic Periods From Scenarios

Some process sequences, multi-periods, multi-scenarios.

Several periods per parallel scenario, with developing product-

technology systems placed in Soc-Econ-Pol Scenarios

Research questions concern dynamically developing and
broadly defined product-technology systems. How do they fit
into the developing surroundings, their background systems?
What might be mechanisms leading to their development and to
that of the broader technical surroundings?

Broad Soc-Econ-Pol Scenarios have been developed with
a focus on covering potential real-life developments. Such
scenarios may depict boundaries to a developing world. They
are not predictions but socio-economic and political options
which to some extent limit what in a technical sense may come
about. They tend to cover periods of decades at least, now
to 2050 and 2060, and increasingly beyond. Main examples
in the normative domain are the IPCC-collected and designed
scenarios, now numbering well over 1,0001. The predictive
validity of the outcomes remains limited however, as even the
most encompassing IAMs hardly cover specific policies and
institutions, see the survey in van Beek et al. (2020). They mainly
state specific policy goals, with the assumption that these can be
reached, supported by some evidence.

The groundbreaking work for their LCA-type application has
been prepared in workshops in a multi-national group, resulting
in the work of Mendoza Beltran et al. (2020). They used the
Integrated Assessment Model (IAM) IMAGE, developed for
energy scenarios at the Netherlands Environmental Assessment
Agency (PBL), and created detailed processes in the framework
of process specifications of the LCA database ecoinvent, where
possible. The generic IAM functions as the overall framework for
such detailing. The method can be applied to broader scenarios
than for energy alone (van Beek et al., 2020). Moreover, the
specification of future technologies for a few transport fuel
sources considered is by necessity subjective and partial. Only a
limited number of detailed options can be included, as otherwise
the number of parallel options would explode. The link to climate
part of Integrated Assessment Models is more adequate than in
terms of CO2 equivalents in an LCA impact assessment, there
based on time related climate forcing contributions.

The strength of this type of analysis is that it can link
to scenarios deemed fundamental for our future, also in an
international context.

Type 9. System-Dynamic, Time Span Lang, Multi-

Scenarios. Covering Consecutive Time Spans Independent

of Product-Technology Systems With Techno-Systems

Developing Endogenously

1See: https://secure.iiasa.ac.at/web-apps/ene/AR5DB/dsd?Action=htmlpage&
page=welcome.
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Research questions here relate to how the incentives and
policies in different scenarios may lead to different product-
technology systems, and next at the more detailed level which
specific product-technology systems form the basis leading (here)
to climate emissions.

The future is not split into periods but has continuity over
the time spans (e.g., years) covered. The development of new
technology systems goes into decades or more so, as with fusion
energy, with widespread adoption taking up decades again.

Coming back to the car fuel source example, electric cars
started running using fossil fuel-based electricity mainly in many
countries. Some Scenarios depicted a solution, but none of them
showed how the incentives may create the shift to non-fossil fuel
energy systems (Kramer and Haigh, 2009) indicated that market
penetration of new energy technologies can be fast up to amodest
share of a few percent of total primary energy input. It then
slows down due to different constraints: supply restrictions; fixed
investments in other technologies; psychological; regulatory;
opposition by to-be phased out activities; and budget and other
public policy constraints. In the last decade the fast rise of wind
and solar has led to a minor fraction of the total energy supply,
in absolute terms less than the volume increase of still dominant
coal, oil, and natural gas. Which mechanisms might change
this situation?

How to resolve such issues is fundamental for our long-term
future, and at the same time the most difficult to answer in
appliedmodeling. Suchmodels don’t exist and if developed could
only be very partial. Key will be how strong enough generic
drivers may be developed at primarily the institutional level. If
this issue is not actively resolved, macro-level scenarios remain
wish lists, or fear lists.

How to include steering mechanisms, which are complex
and varied, and difficult to predict? There is no encompassing
let alone unified political philosophy, from the local to global
scale. There are no general views on public administration at
different levels. And certainly, China, India, US, and EU are
different, also in their views. Still, this is the level where the
future is made, within the physical limitations which constitute
the basis of society. Steps linking to our material basis, as have
been developed in Type 8, might be followed with development
and linkage to this higher order type of long term Soc-
Econ-Pol Scenario modeling. Their empirical validity would
remain limited. However, they would have a conceptual link
to influential institutional driving mechanisms and resulting
technology changes, including physical changes like climate
emission reductions. This would at least limit their now free-
floating nature.

Validity Restrictions per Model Type
Models may have specific validity restrictions, per case study,
related to the qualities in their applied modeling, and related
to the research questions to be answered. Developments, also
in databases and software, are ongoing. Better quality may
contribute to reduced quantified uncertainty and somewhat
higher overall validity. There are however inherent restrictions
for each of the nine modeling types in terms of qualitative

TABLE 4 | Main constraints on validity per life-cycle model type summarized for

long-term questions.

Type 1 Classic, current Period

Hardly fit for long-term questions

Type 2 Classic, with selected Market shifts

Hardly fit for long-term questions

Type 3 Classic, with Hybrid Future

Hardly fit for long-term questions

Type 4 Future Classic

No product dynamics; limited model complexity; no time sequence

differentiation; no periods differentiation; no futures differentiation; no dynamic

mechanisms; no micro-to-macro links

Type 5 Multi Periods & Futures Classic

No product dynamics; limited model complexity; no time differentiation; no

periods differentiation; no futures differentiation; no dynamic mechanisms; no

micro-to-macro links

Type 6 Time Sequence Single Period and Future

No product dynamics; limited model complexity; no periods differentiation; no

futures differentiation; no dynamic mechanisms; no micro-to-macro links

Type 6b Multi-futures Time Sequences

No product dynamics; limited model complexity; no periods differentiation; no

futures differentiation; no dynamic mechanisms; no micro-to-macro links;

evaluation basis available?

Type 7 Product-Dynamic Multi-Periods Multi-Futures

Techno-Futures with limited validity; product dynamics increases model

complexity and interpretability; micro-to-macro links partially possible?

Type 8 Product-Dynamic Multi-Periods Multi-Scenarios

SEP-Scenarios with limited validity; reduced model complexity relative to Type

9; hybrid-scenario analysis of external model; scenario model complexity and

limited dynamic drivers

Type 9 SD/GEM/IAM Dynamic Multi-Years Multi-Scenarios

Product dynamics internal and aggregate; some dynamic mechanisms; limited

macro-to-micro links; hybrid-scenarios possible?

predictive validity. We summarize them in terms of a selection
of the five main validity evaluation questions from Table 2, here
in Table 4. Since we focus on long-term validity, this is given
priority in the evaluation of the types. Beware that unknown
validity must imply low validity.

Dealing With Limited Validity of Modeling
Outcomes for Technology Choices
For all types of model the predictive validity is limited and
indicated only qualitatively. IAMs, type 9, are most open to
include more relevant mechanisms. Such models will still show
deep layers of empirical uncertainty, as Athanasoglou et al. (2021)
indicate for scenario studies in the climate domain.

Different strategies have evolved to deal with this limited
predictive validity. Hof et al. (2010) aim to reduce the chance
on the worst outcomes for the climate domain. Similarly,
Athanasoglou et al. (2021) apply this approach to climate
policy choices, minimizing the maximum loss. The shift from
optimizing to satisficing (Simon, 1956) next to minimax is to
avoid the worst outcomes. This does however not improve
the predictive validity of the scenario chosen. One direction
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for resolving this issue is first to define a relevant domain
of scenarios where any realistic prediction would fit into, the
boundary scenarios. Already the set of scenarios constituting
the assumed realistic domain may require including highly
improbable scenarios.

There are some checks possible on the feasibility of scenarios,
as by backcasting the (desired) results in terms of required
changes on the route to that future. Cars driving in 2050 must
have been produced in the years before, and their factories and
the mines to produce the materials before again. Though possibly
increasing subjective probability of scenarios, also backcasting
cannot resolve the deep lack of predictive validity in goals-based
long-term scenarios.

A strategy shift or scope expansion in choice questions may
reduce the lack of validity somewhat. A shift from specific
product-technology policies to more generic driver policies is
possible in principle for type 9. Such broadened scenarios have
been indicated for the climate domain in Huppes (2019)—
specific regulations and subsidies in chapter 3 and generic taxes
and infrastructure in chapter 4—but have not yet been developed
into quantified scenario models.

When focusing on a detailed technology level, there will
remain deep technical uncertainties, increasing with time. Will
cheap (real) green hydrogen come by 2050 or 2060, as possibly
micro-nuclear based (IAEA, 2020)? What would be the most
reasonable strategy with several such highly unpredictable
options present, in several domains? A mixed strategy might
come out, striking a balance between making broad technology
choices now, as open as possible, and to create incentives and
infrastructure options least linked to specific technologies, with
revisions in the process of years. That double-mixed strategy
may constitute the most strategic choice level, requiring insight
in possible directions and incentive mechanisms. These can then
be based among else on current model insights, fit for creating
desired developments, while still allowing for flexible changes
based on new and future more technical model insights and
incentive insights.

CONCLUSIONS

• For longer-term questions, modeling extensions to overcome
basic-LCA model limitations have developed, as different
types. The same questions may well lead to different

answers in these different types of analysis. They should
be well-distinguished.

• Long-term technology-specific studies, including IAMs, have
limited predictive validity, regarding quantified uncertainties,
and qualitative considerations. They lack realistic dynamic
mechanisms for choice options and background technologies.

• Using well-known multi-scenario models may increase
subjective probability of the outcomes but not their basically
science-based predictive validity.

• Results of current long-term technology-specific models are
by necessity based on unconfirmable policy and technology
assumptions. Their unknown but limited validity will
make policy advice on specific choices of limited value,
even dangerous.

• Advanced types of long-term analysis involving climate effects
seem possible in type 8, as a hybrid analysis involving
results of Integrated Assessment Models as an encompassing
background framework, where more specific technology
options are placed into exogenously.

• Incentives and options creation regarding climate, resources,
and nature quality seems a priority task in scenario models
development. This would be the core addition in type 9
models, to be further developed.

• Ideal fully predictive models cannot exist as the future is
substantially open. Main predictive modeling limitations may
be specified, using a checklist as in Table 2.

• Finally, technology detailed models may be very useful in
ways different from giving predictions. They may give insights
in potential system relations, under well-defined assumptions
and conditions.
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